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SPECIAL NOTE
=========
This version uses the faster and more reliable http functions to communicate with the master kiosk.
Therefore your Subscriber Kiosk Master Kiosk must be updated to Release 14 (or later) in order to work
with this version of the Embedded Inviter.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
===============
The Embedded Inviter is installed in a delivery box of items you sell or give away. When the recipient
first rezzes the box, a dialog box is presented offering options to subscribe to your Subscriber Kiosk, join
your Second Life (SL) Group, Deliver the contents to an inventory folder, and/or load any of 3 optional
web links (URL). The Inviter can also optionally deliver the contents to an inventory folder with the same
name as the delivery box, and/or optionally delete itself.

The way the Inviter works is controlled by the parameters you specify on the "SK Inviter Config"
notecard. These include specifying custom text for the dialog box, timeout duration (if the recipient
doesn't acknowledge the dialog box), auto-unpack and auto-delete options, the key (UUID) of your SL
Group, and the optional web links (URLs) and corresponding button names. If you don't want to mess
with options, the default values will work for most users. The only parameters you MUST edit are the
SecurityCode (if you want to offer the option to subscribe to your Subscriber Kiosk) and the SLGroupKey
(if you want to offer the option to join your SL Group) . See comments on the "SK Inviter Config"
notecard for details.

NOTE: The notecard with comments is for reference only. Do not put this one in your delivery object.
Edit and use the one named "SK Inviter Config" instead. It has the comment lines (//) and blank lines
removed so that it loads faster when the customer rezzes the delivery box.

SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
==============

1. Rez the SK Embedded Inviter Kit delivery box, click on it to open, then select Copy to Inventory. This
will copy the items it contains into a folder in your inventory named "Subscriber Kiosk Embedded Inviter
Kit". You can then delete the rezzed delivery box.

2. IMPORTANT: Open the above folder. One at a time, right-click the "SK Inviter" and "SK Inviter
HTTPComm" scripts and select "Properties". In the Properties window, un-check the "Transfer" next
owner permission box. This prevents the scripts from being transferred beyond the next owner. If you
try to put either script into an object without doing this first, it will be deleted.

3. Double click the "SK Inviter Config" notecard in the same folder. This will open it for editing. Use the
notecard version that does NOT have comment lines beginning with //.
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4. Drag/drop the "Subscriber SecurityCode" script from your inventory folder into the Subscriber Kiosk
Master Kiosk you want to associate with the SK Embedded Inviter. Among the lines chatted, find the
line that starts with "SecurityCode=". Copy the long string of letters/numbers after "SecurityCode=" to
your clipboard (highlight, then CTRL-C).

NOTE: Your Master Kiosk must be updated to Release 14 or later to work with this version of the
Embedded Inviter. Use the Update > Check/Get button on your Master Kiosk to check its script versions
and get an update kit if necessary.

5. Paste (CTRL-V) the copied SecurityCode in place of where it says "Copy/paste Master Kiosk
SecurityCode Here" on the "SK Inviter Confg" notecard. This will ensure the Inviter script will only
communicated with your designated Master Kiosk. NOTE: If you do not want to enable the Subscribe
option, leave this parameter blank (SecurityCode=).

NOTE: If you change the name of the associated Master Kiosk in the future, you will need update the
config notecard with the new SecurityCode.

6. This step has been deleted in this version. Proceed to step 7.

7. Copy/paste the key (UUID) of your Second Life Group after SLGroupKey= where it says "Place SL
Group UUID Here". This will enable the inviter to offer the recipient the link to your group info window
where they can join. If it is a closed (invitation only) group, an IM will be sent to the group owner
requesting and invitation for the recipient.
NOTE: If you do not want to enable the join group option, leave this parameter blank (SLGroupKey=).

8. Edit the other parameters on the "SK Inviter Config" notecard as desired or just leave the default
values. The purpose and format of each parameter is described on the notecard in comment lines

9. Click "Save" on the "SK Inviter Config" notecard edit window. This will save the changes you made
above in your inventory folder.

10. Load your own delivery box with the item(s) you want to sell or give away and name it as desired.

11. Drag/drop the following three items (the ones you just edited above) from your inventory into the
delivery box.
SK Inviter Config (notecard) [Version 1.6 or later]
SK Inviter HTTPComm (script) [Version 1.6 or later]
SK Inviter (script) [Version 1.6 or later]

NOTE: Use the version of the SK Inviter Config notecard without the comments. it will load faster. It
must be named "SK Inviter Config".

CAUTION: Do NOT put the Subscriber SecurityCode script into the delivery box. It is only used
temporarily to show the SecurityCode of the associated master kiosk.
CAUTION: Do NOT use the Subscriber MasterCode script from earlier versions. It will not work.
CAUTION: Do NOT install the SK Inviter EMSender script from earlier versions. It will not work. The
current version uses HTTP instead of email for remote communications.
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12. Take the configured delivery box into inventory. It is now ready to sell or otherwise transfer to your
customers.

NOTE: If you want to create more delivery boxes with different delivered items, repeat steps 7 - 11 for
each delivery box.

13. Recommendation: Test the operation by rezzing the box. You will see what the recipient will see.

13.1 The invitation dialog box should appear.

13.2 If you select "Subscribe", the inviter will send a subscribe request to the associated master kiosk
and you should see chat confirming your subscription (or a message that you are already subscribed)
from the kiosk. The dialog box will then reappear to allow you make another selection.

13.3 If you select "Join", the inviter will send a message to the recipient on how to join the specified SL
Group. The dialog box will then reappear to allow you make another selection.

13.4 If you select one of the 3 web link buttons you specified, a dialog box will open to allow you to load
the corresponding URL. The dialog box will also reappear to allow you make another selection.

13.5 If you have enabled delivery of the contents to inventory (AutoUnpackBox=1) you will also see a
"Deliver" button. When you click the "Deliver" button, you will get a pop-up delivery notice that you
must click to Accept or Decline. If you Accept, the contents of your delivery box (minus the Inviter
components), will be delivered to your inventory in a folder with the same name as the delivery box. See
exception 5 under Restrictions and Limitations below for no-copy items.

13.6 If you select "DONE", the dialog box will close and the embedded inviter components will be
deleted. Note that this will not happen if you are the original owner of the Embedded Inviter Kit. It will
only happen if the delivery box has been transfered to another avatar. This is to prevent nuisance script
deletions while you are preparing the delivery box.

13.7 If you select "Ignore" or do nothing, you will get a pop-up dialog box after the specified time delay
to indicate the invitation has timed out (default 60 seconds). No buttons will work after the timeout and
the embedded inviter components will be deleted. Note that the inviter components will not be deleted
if you are the original owner of the Embedded Inviter Kit. It will only happen if the delivery box has been
transfered to another avatar. This is to prevent nuisance script deletions while you are preparing the
delivery box.

13.8 If you enabled auto-deleteion (AutoDeleteBox=1) the entire delivery box will be deleted when you
select "DONE" or after the timeout with no action.

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
=====================
1. IMPORTANT: The next owner permissions for the scripts in this kit MUST be set to no-transfer prior to
placing them in the delivery box and transferring to another owner. If you forget to do that, they will be
deleted. The scripts themselves may not be resold or transferred in any manner whatsoever, except as
described in these instructions.
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2. The Inviter does not check the master kiosk or group membership to see if the customer is already
subscribed or is a group member before presenting the dialog box. So your customers who are already
subscribed or are SL group members as well as new customers will receive the same pop-up when they
rez the delivery box. It is not necessary for customers who are already subscribers or SL group members
to re-subscribe or re-join, respectively.

3. There is not a way for customers to unsubscribe or leave an SL Group via the Embedded Inviter.

4. CAUTION: This version (1.6 and later) of the Embedded Inviter uses the SecurityCode to subscribe
people to your Master Kiosk. If you change the name of the Master Kiosk in the future, you will need
update the SK Inviter Config notecard with the new SecurityCode. Delivery boxes with the old
SecurityCode will no longer work and will need to be replaced.

5. Master Kiosks are still backwards compatible with older version Embedded Inviters that used email to
communicate (SK Inviter script version 1.45 and earlier). However those versions used the Master Kiosk
UUID to communicate so if the Master Kiosk is de-rezzed and re-rezzed, delivery boxes with older Inviter
scripts will no longer work. This is no longer the case as of version 1.6.

6. If you put any items in the delivery box that have next owner no-copy permission, it is recommended
you set AutoUnpackBox=0 and AutoDeleteBox=0. If you set AutoUnpackBox=1, no-copy items will be
delivered individually, NOT in a folder. This is because scripts are unable to deliver no-copy items in a
folder. This could be confusing to recipients, especially if you have both copy and no-copy items in the
box, so if you have no-copy items, allow the customer to manually unpack the delivery box to inventory
by setting AutoUnpackBox=0 and AutoDeleteBox=0.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
===================
If you have any comments or questions, please let me know via IM or notecard.

Fred Allandale
Night Sky Creations

====================
DISCLAIMER
====================

THE SK EMBEDDED INVITER IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE
OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


